Installation Guide
Video In Motion

(For BMW 3, 5 series 2009 year)

High quality
Higher reliability, stability
Simple assembly
Custom design service

1. Separating the audio of genuine goods

1. Separate the audio system of the genuine goods into each part along the
each model’s way to separate.
* Along the sort of models, there could be a difficulty in separation
because of the shift knob. If you are stuck in this trouble, you must
separate the outside equipment also.

2. Separate the main power harness from the audio system.
* If you separate other cables sort of antenna or LCD’s also on this process,
the installation will be easier than ever.

2. Separating the MOST connector

3. Separate MOST cable in state of connector from the main harness divided
out of the audio.

* Treat with extra caution when you are processing near the MOST cable part.
If there is a serious bend or something, there could be a failure in
communication and it could malfunction.

3. Connecting the audio cable

4. Connect the cable enclosed in the package to the genuine goods’ connecto
r apart from the MOST cable.
* Thoroughly be sure all the inner connector to precisely join into each spot.

5. Connect the MOST connector apart from process #3 into the spot originally
put.
* Unless the connection is well finished, there could be a failure in the audio
output or something.

4. Connecting the main cable

6. Connect the car main harness with the TV FREE harness(6pin).

7. Connect the 4 pin cable for TV FREE body with the switch (4 pin) for mode
change.

5. finish

8. Once the installation is finished, firmly fix the TV FREE body onto the prop
er spot not to interfere with driving and set aside the switch for mode change
onto the spot easy to use.
* There could become reasons of a malfunction or something if you do as
your pleases with DIP S/W.

6. mode switch

9. Blue LED ON (press in short) : TV FREE MODE
red LED ON (press in short) : GPS MODE (the mode of the genuine goods)
press about 5 seconds long : bypass mode
* After you turn off the engine and several minutes passed, the lamp will be
turned off. But do not worry about the battery consumption.
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